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O. John Alpizar Selected as Central Florida ABOTA’s 2019 Trial Lawyer of the Year
Alpizar Law is pleased to announce that attorney O. John Alpizar has been the selected as the 2019 Trial Lawyer
of the Year by the American Board of Trial Advocacy Central Florida Chapter (CFLABOTA). Trial Lawyer of the Year
is given to an attorney who meet specific criteria by demonstrating the quality of being an excellent advocate,
achieving a distinguished career, display a superb reputation of high ethics and fair play, and has obtained
outstanding results for their clients. Mr. Alpizar was selected for membership in CFLABOTA in 2007. He has served
in all capacities of the Executive Board of CFLABOTA, including President in 2014. Mr. Alpizar will be recognized
at the CFLABOTA luncheon on November 12th in Orlando, Florida.
The American Board of Trial Advocates (ABOTA) was founded in 1958 and is dedicated to defending the American
civil justice system. ABOTA is made up of only 6,700 experienced lawyers in the country representing plaintiffs or
defendants in civil cases. Invitation into the organization requires a member to exhibit the principles of courtroom
civility, integrity and professionalism, and demonstration of proficiency and competence in the courtroom.
CFLABOTA was established in 1997 and is one of the largest and most prestigious ABOTA regions in the country.
Admission into ABOTA is a true honor for individuals of stellar character and in-depth experience within the legal
profession.
Alpizar Law is Brevard’s Choice for personal injury attorneys. As one of the oldest law firms in Brevard, Alpizar
Law is the first name people remember following an accident. Our firm specializes in helping victims who have
been injured in automobile and trucking accidents, wrongful death, motorcycles accidents, pedestrian and cycling
accidents and catastrophic injury claims. Alpizar Law. We’re Here for You!

